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ABSTRACT
This study aimed to evaluate the growth of Eremanthus erythropappus (DC.) MacLeish submitted to
different planting spacing and growth modelling based on the diameter and crown area projection,
as well as to identify the best management strategy to be applied to control the competition,
period and intensity of thinning. The evaluated planting spacings were: 1.5 × 1.5 m; 1.5 × 2.0 m;
1.5 × 2.5 m and 1.5 × 3.0 m. Diametric growth modelling in function of the age and crown area
projection according to the mixed models methodology was efficient and the individual tree
modelling allowed for defining a correct thinning prescription for tree plantations in relation to
the percentage of removal needed at each spacing, thus permitting the trees to grow free from
competition and produce trees with larger diameters.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Candeia (Eremanthus erythropappus (DC.) MacLeish)
are one of the best-known forest species in the rural
environment of Minas Gerais. Its wood is mainly used
for producing fence posts due to its high resistance
to termite and fungi attacks, and for the extraction
of its essential oil. The main component of this oil is
alpha‑bisabolol, a natural terpene found in the formulation
of several cosmetic and pharmaceutical products due to
its anti-carcinogenic, anti-inflammatory, antibacterial,
and antimycotic properties (Cerceau et al., 2016).
The Brazilian production of alpha-bisabolol is almost
totally destined to the external market (Santos et al.,
2016), and natural stands of Candeia are the main
source of this compound.
However, areas planted with Candeia have been
increasing over the years, thus allowing exploitation of
the species combined with its conservation in nature,
thereby reducing the pressure on native remnants which
are already over-exploited, and satisfying the market’s
appeal for products from planted forests, consequently
maintaining the species’ ability as a source of income
(Scolforo et al., 2016a). The little existing knowledge
about the silvicultural characteristics of the species
is currently the great limiting factor for Candeia’s
commercial forestry production. Therefore, several
studies have been developed to evaluate their growth
when submitted to planting, seeking to generate
recommendations that will contribute to the success
of the crop. Among these studies we can point out
Scolforo et al. (2016b), who evaluated the effect of
different planting spacings on growth in young stands
of Candeia, Scolforo et al. (2016a), who used statistical
techniques based on spatial dependence to discriminate
the fertilization treatments tested for the species. Both
studies highlight the productive potential of these
plantations as an alternative to more consecrated
forest species, especially for the less productive areas
in small rural properties.
According to this logic, the use of modeling leads
to a complete diagnosis of the growth of forest species.
Nutto (2001) reported that the crown (area) of a tree
is closely related to its growth, since it is responsible
for capturing sun energy and transforming it into
chemical energy by the process of photosynthesis, and
therefore the availability of light is a limiting factor to
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growth. According to this statement, crown diameter
and crown area should be linearly correlated. Thus, the
area available for crown expansion is a limiting factor
for the individual growth, and may be a good indicator
of the development potential of Candeia individuals.
As a consequence, the allometric relationship between
canopy area and tree diameter can be used as an
indicator of the space required for a tree to reach its
optimum growth without the effects of competition,
allowing to verify whether the obtained products at
the end of the rotation will present quality (in terms
of dimensions) compatible with those obtained in
exploiting native stands, or even indicating which
silvicultural interferences are needed to achieve this goal.
Assmann (1970) defines that the competition
between trees is more intense when canopy site coverage
reaches the value of 78% (7.800 m2 in 1 hectare), and
the canopies begin to overlap. This information can
be used as an indication for the need of silvicultural
interventions such as the creation of space due to the
performance of thinning. In view of the above, the
objective of this study is to use individual tree models
to model the growth of Candeia trees based on the
diameter and crown area projection, thereby seeking
to define the management strategies in relation to the
periods and intensity for thinning, so that trees with
larger diameters can be produced by reducing the
competition between individuals.

2 MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1. Study area and experimental design
The experiment seeks to evaluate the effect of
different plant spacing levels and pruning on the growth
of Candeia trees. The experimental area was installed in
the municipality of Carrancas, south of Minas Gerais,
(UTM coordinates 529814.05; 7616938.17) at an altitude
of 1,035 meters, in a Cwa type climate (tropical altitude
climate) according to the Köppen’s classification system,
with an average monthly temperature of 19.4 °C and
an average annual rainfall of 1,470 mm. The soil is
Displastic Haplic Cambisol, with a depth of more
than 200 cm. The contents of clay, silt and sand in the
0-20 cm layer are respectively 156, 386, and 459g.kg–1.
The experiment followed a randomized complete
block design scheme subdivided by time, with four
blocks and two sources of variation: the planting spacing
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(T1: 1.5 × 1.5 m, T2: 1.5 × 2.0 m, T3: 1.5 × 2.5 m,
and T4: 1.5 × 3.0 m) and the application, or not, of
artificial pruning (Figure 1). Pruning was performed
with the objective of producing single tree trunks
with potential use for producing fence posts. It was
carried out at 0.67, 2.67 and 6.58 years and consisted
in removing branches from the base of the canopy,
respecting the portion of canopy removed equal to
or less than 45%, and the maximum height of 1/3 the
total height. A total of 224 trees were planted in each
plot; of this total, 112 trees were pruned and 112 used
as controls. The database was comprised of periodic
measurements carried out at intervals of 6 to 12 months
by the (stem) diameter measured at 1.30 m from the
soil (DBH), total height (HT), and crown projection
area (CA), totaling 16 measurements over 10.25 years.

2.2. Analysis of treatment effects
The effect of spacings and pruning on the dendrometric
variables was analyzed using the variance analysis
technique. For the cases where there was a significant
difference according to the F-test between the sources
of variation or between their iterations, the appropriate

Figure 1. Experimental design of the study area.
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procedure for comparing the means was performed.
Regression analysis was performed for the quantitative
factors of Spacing and Age, and the Scott Knott mean
test with 5% significance was applied for the qualitative
factor of Pruning; however, as it presents only 1 degree
of freedom (with or without pruning), the simple
finding of significance by the F-test already indicated
that the highest mean was different from the lowest.

2.3. Growth modeling
Due to the hierarchical structure of the data
(repeated measures over the years submitted to different
treatments), mixed effects models were adjusted
for both diametric growth as a function of age and
growth projection of the crown area as a function of
the diametric growth using the maximum likelihood
procedure through the nlme and lme packages of R
software (R Development Core Team, 2015).
The Maximum Likelihood Logarithm value
(Log Lik), the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC),
and the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) were
used for comparison and for selecting the most
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appropriate model for analysis. Diametric growth
modeling according to age used the Chapman and
Richards growth model, Equation 1:
DBH =
β 0 * (1 − e β1 *Id ) β2 + ε i

(1)

Where: DBH is the diameter at the age Id; β0 is the
asymptotic value that the tree can reach; β1 is the relative
measure of the growth rate; Id is the age at which you
want to estimate; β2 expresses the curve shape.
The growth modeling of the CA was subsequently
performed according to the DBH. For this adjustment,
the Kopezky-Gehrardt model was used, Equation 2:
CA =
β 0 + β1DBH 2 + ε i

(2)

In which: CA is the canopy area; DBH is the diameter
measured at 1.30 m from the ground.

2.4. Definition of tree density per hectare
DBH estimates according to age were used to estimate
the crown projection area at the various ages, enabling
knowledge of the site occupation by the canopy for
each of the tested spacings over the years. The need for
intervention was evaluated for each year using canopy
occupancy greater than 78% as a restriction. In the
cases where the coverage was higher, the number of
trees to be removed per hectare was determined in
order to maintain the occupation below this threshold,
allowing to achieve an economic rotation for Candeia
plantations (Scolforo et al., 2016b), the final density of
plants at the end of rotation, the percentage of plants
to be removed, and the best schedule for thinning
application after 15 years.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Analysis of the treatment effects
Table 1 shows the mean values for the DBH, HT
and CA variables at 10.25 years, in addition to their
standard deviation (SD) and the number of individuals
per plot (n) for the evaluated treatments in relation to
the plant spacings and pruning applications. It can be
observed that the n values refer to mortality, indicating
that it was higher in smaller spacings, while the standard
deviation indicates that HT values are much more
homogeneous among treatments than those found
for DBH and CA.
The analysis of variance (Table 2) showed a significant
effect of spacing and pruning at a significance level of
5% on the variables DBH and CA, indicating that the
means of these variables tend to increase linearly with
the increase in spacing due to the greater availability
of living space for each plant, and consequently less
competition.
The interaction between spacing and pruning was
only significant for CA. As expected, age had a highly
significant effect for all variables. Its interaction with the
spacing factor was significant for DBH and CA, while
the interaction of age with pruning was significant for
DBH and HT. Finally, the triple interaction (spacing,
pruning and age) was not significant for any of the
analyzed variables.
The unfolding of the interaction between spacing
and age for the DBH variable indicates that the
differences between the diameters according to the
different spacings intensified over the years, especially

Table 1. Means and standard deviation for the variables DBH, HT and CA in relation to the spacings and pruning
of Candeia.
Treatment
1.5 x 1.5 m
1.5 x 1.5 m
1.5 x 2.0 m
1.5 x 2.0 m
1.5 x 2.5 m
1.5 x 2,5 m
1.5 x 3.0 m
1.5 x 3.0 m

Without pruning
With pruning
Without pruning
With pruning
Without pruning
With pruning
Without pruning
With pruning

n

DBHmean

SDDBH

HTmean

SDHT

CAmean

SDCA

164
143
160
130
177
171
176
177

6.5
7.2
7.6
7.7
7.9
8.1
8.6
8.4

1.94
1.99
2.35
2.56
2.49
2.33
2.32
2.41

5.1
5.3
5.3
5.3
5.1
5.3
5.2
5.1

0.56
0.61
0.57
0.73
0.60
0.66
0.53
0.59

2.6
2.5
3.0
3.2
4.0
3.6
4.7
3.9

1.66
1.65
1.82
1.87
2.31
1.91
2.49
1.88

n: number of trees; DBHmean = mean of diameter at breast height (cm); SDDBH = standard deviation of diameter at breast height (cm2);
HTmean = mean of total height (m); SDHT = standard deviation of total height (m2); CAmean = mean of crown area (m2); SDCA = standard
deviation of crown area (m4).
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Table 2. Summary of the analysis of variance for the values of the dendrometric variables DBH, HT, and CA in
relation to spacings, pruning and age for Candeia.
Source of variation

DF

Spacing
Block
Error 1
Pruning
Spacing × Pruning
Error 2
Age
Age × Spacing
Age × Pruning
Age × Spacing × Pruning
Error 3
Corrected total

3
3
9
1
3
12
15(6)
45(8)
15(6)
45(18)
360 (144)
511 (223)

DBH
13.6*
0.79
1.68
11.02*
2.14
1.45
175.46*
0.59*
0.43*
0.09
0.12

MS
HT

CA

0.08
0.59
0.3
0.94
0.41
0.22
59.99*
0.01
0.04*
0.01
0.02

13.39*
0.24
0.57
7.74*
1.19*
0.27
8.49*
0.31*
0.25
0.05
0.14

The degrees of freedom (DF) values in parentheses refer to the CA variable, which differ from the others due to a smaller number
of measurements (7 measurements); MS = mean square; * significance at a 5% probability level; DBH= diameter at breast height,
HT = total height, CA = crown area.

after 4.17 years, indicating the effect of competition.
On the other hand, the interaction between pruning
and age indicates that the differences between DBH
were significant between the ages 3.75 and 8.91 years,
with treatments that had received pruning presenting
higher values.
Mean DBH values for Candeia at 10.25 years ranged
from 6.0 cm in the smallest spacing and 8.0 cm in the
largest spacing, with a coefficient of variation (CV) of
29%. In turn the treatments which underwent pruning
presented DBH values around 3% higher than those
which did not undergo pruning; this is probably a
response to the removal of branches that contribute little
in producing photoassimilates, concentrating the growth
in a single branch/shaft. Comparing these results with
those presented in the literature for Candeia in native
forest, Pérez et al. (2004) determined (by stem analysis)
that trees belonging to the diameter class of 5-10 cm
(which corresponds to the mean values found in the
present study) are on average 18 years of age. On the
other hand, analyzing two Candeia stands with a mean
DBH of 6.8 and 6.9 cm, Mori et al. (2009) found ages
of 34 and 24, respectively. These results demonstrate
the development potential of planted Candeia, since
its DBH at 10.25 years is similar to that of native trees
aged between 18 and 34 years.
Unlike the DBH, no differences were observed
between plant spacings and growth height for Candeia;

however, a slight increase in mean heights was noticed
with the application of artificial pruning. In relation to
the canopy area, an increase in this variable in relation
to the increase of the planting spacing was noticed; a
logical response by the trees to the greater availability
of useful area for canopy expansion, which as a
consequence is responsible for greater light interception
and photoassimilate production, leading trees with
larger spacings to achieve greater mean DBHs.

3.2. Diametric growth modeling
For adjustment of the Chapman and Richards
model, all parameters were initially considered as
random components to capture the variability between
the individuals submitted to each of the treatments.
Then the random effect parameters were removed one
by one until all possible combinations had been made.
Table 3 shows the adjusted combinations along with
which parameters had their effects considered random
for each of the 7 models, and the statistics used for
the comparison: Akaike Information Criterion (AIC),
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), and Maximum
Likelihood Logarithm (Log Lik).
According to the statistics the chosen model was
model 2, which considered the random effects on
parameters β1 and β2, since it presented the lowest
AIC (183501.3) and BIC values (183563.0), and the
highest Lik Log value (-91743.66), with a standard
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3.3. Modeling the canopy projection area

estimate error (Syx) value of 1.55 cm. Thus, it can be
stated that the treatments had an effect on the scale
parameter (β1), which is closely related to the growth
rate of trees and to the parameter related to inflexion
(β2), which is the parameter that reflects the curve
shape and marks a change in the growth phase of
the plants. The values for β0, β1 and β2 parameters for
each treatment are presented in Table 4, and all were
statistically significant (p-value < 0.05). The β0 values
are the same among all treatments since its effect was
considered fixed.

The same methodology described above was followed
for the growth modeling of the crown projection area
using the Kopezky-Gehrardt model. Table 5 shows
which parameters had their effects considered random
for each of the 3 models, in addition to the statistics
used for comparisons.
According to the statistics presented previously,
the chosen model was model 1, which considered
all parameters as random effects, with lower ICA
(60771.85) and BIC values (60819.5), and the highest
log Lik values (-30379.93). The value of the estimated
standard error for the selected model was 1.04 m2.
Therefore, it can be stated that the treatments had
an effect on the values of the intercept (β0) and scale
(β1) parameters, which are closely related to the trees’
growth rate. The values of the parameters β0 and β1 for
each treatment are presented in Table 6, and all were
considered statistically significant (p-value < 0.05).

According to Scolforo (2006), the β2 value tends
to be smaller at higher densities, indicating that the
inflection point occurs very early, while the β1 value
tends to be greater at lower densities, since individuals
typically reach larger dimensions. According to
Cropper & Putz (2017), the mixed effects models
perform substantially better when compared to the
fixed effects approach, and studies on the effect of
different silvicultural treatments allow the insertion of
these effects into the model construction, improving
the explanatory power of growth.

By observing the β1 value it is possible to notice
that it tends to be greater at lower densities, indicating
that the inclination of the model is greater, and the
individuals consequently present larger dimensions.

Table 3. Summary of the comparison statistics for Chapman-Richards models adjusted by the methodology of
mixed models for the DBH growth for Candeia according to age.
Model

DF

Random effect

AIC

BIC

Log Lik

1

10

β0. β1 e β2

183507.3

183595.4

-91743.66

2

7

β1 e β2

183501.3

183563.0

-91743.66

3

5

β2

184890.6

184934.6

-92440.28

4

5

β1

183998.9

184042.9

-91994.45

5

5

β0

183647.0

183691.0

-91818.47

6

7

β0 e β1

183565.1

183626.8

-91775.56

7

7

β0 e β2

183540.4

183602.1

-91763.21

AIC = Akaike Information Criterion; BIC = Bayesian information criterion; Log Lik = Maximum Likelihood Logarithm.

Table 4. Values of the parameters β0, β1, and β2 for each treatment of the model selected by the methodology of
mixed models for DBH growth as a function of age for Candeia.
Treatment
1.5 x 1.5 m
1.5 x 1.5 m
1.5 x 2.0 m
1.5 x 2.0 m
1.5 x 2.5 m
1.5 x 2.5 m
1.5 x 3.0 m
1.5 x 3.0 m

Without pruning
With pruning
Without pruning
With pruning
Without pruning
With pruning
Without pruning
With pruning

β0

β1

β2

9.242994
9.242994
9.242994
9.242994
9.242994
9.242994
9.242994
9.242994

-0.1072991
-0.1659229
-0.1874871
-0.2124146
-0.2023390
-0.2449166
-0.2675539
-0.2649459

0.9665149
1.1883525
1.3272517
1.4389406
1.4391196
1.5936103
1.7566610
1.7241284
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Table 5. Summary statistics for model comparisons adjusted with mixed model methodology for the growth of CA
as a function of DBH.
Model

DF

Random effect

AIC

BIC

Log Lik

1

6

β0 and β1

60771.85

60819.5

-30379.93

2

4

β0

60841.58

60873.34

-30416.79

3

4

β1

61731.63

61763.4

-30861.82

DF = degrees of freedom; AIC = Akaike Information Criterion; BIC = Bayesian information criterion; Log Lik = Maximum Likelihood
Logarithm.

Table 6. Values of the parameters β0 and β1 for each
treatment of the model selected by the methodology of
mixed models for CA growth as a function of DBH.
Treatment
1.5 x 1.5 m
1.5 x 1.5 m
1.5 x 2.0 m
1.5 x 2.0 m
1.5 x 2.5 m
1.5 x 2.5 m
1.5 x 3.0 m
1.5 x 3.0 m

Without pruning
With pruning
Without pruning
With pruning
Without pruning
With pruning
Without pruning
With pruning

β0

β1

1.2122820
0.9411892
1.6097919
1.1481956
1.8604802
1.2035727
2.0715486
1.3699359

0.03315637
0.02970979
0.02474258
0.02932045
0.03014336
0.03177627
0.03124670
0.03140604

In relation to the number of trees supported at the
end of rotation, these values are presented in Table 7
along with the initial density for each treatment, the
percentage of removal required and the mean DBH
at the thinning application age, and the mean DBH
at the end of the rotation, with the benefits resulting
from the reduced competition.
The thinning plan to be performed consists of
applying the sum of the required removal throughout
the rotation in the first year, where the occupancy value
exceeded 78%. The occupancy rate for the 1.5 × 1.5 m
spacing without pruning was exceeded at 6 years,

3.4. Management based on individual trees

so that only 2622 plants/ha would be supported at

Once the hypothesis that DBH is linearly correlated
with the CA is confirmed, it can be affirmed that planting
spacing represents a limiting factor to individual tree
growth due to the obstacle related to canopy development,
considering that it is necessary that the trees grow free
of competition for canopies to reach their potential
size. Thus, using the individual previously calculated
estimates, the occupation of the site by the canopies
for each treatment was evaluated. Figure 2 shows the
maximum number of plants supported by each site over
the years in order for trees to grow free of competition
(sum of the areas of individual crowns is less than or
equal to 7.800 m2 in 1 hectare), in addition to estimated
mean values for the crown projection area.

removed by thinning. In the same spacing with pruning

It can be noted that it was necessary to decrease
the initial planting density at the end of the rotation
for all evaluated treatments. Greater planting spacings
are able to reach higher values of CA, from which the
required removal rate is considerably lower due to
the greater available space per plant. Based on these
results, it is possible to prescribe recommendations
for thinning applications to manage Candeia forests.

the end of the rotation, meaning that 41% should be
application, it was evidenced that the maximum value
of occupation was reached at 5 years, and the required
removal percentage was 46%. In these two treatments
the required thinning is severe, and the removal of
approximately half of the initial planting density would
compromise the economic feasibility of the planting,
considering that even with pruning application, the
average DBH values reached at the end of the rotation
would be small (7.3 and 8.8 cm, respectively).
The maximum value of occupation for the 1.5 × 2.0 m
spacing both without and with pruning application was
reached at 4 years. It would be necessary to remove
35% of the initially planted individuals at the end of
the rotation, and the DBH values reached would be
9.0 and 9.2 cm, respectively. For the 1.5 × 2.5 m spacing
without pruning, the maximum value of occupancy
was exceeded after 4 years, requiring the removal of
33% of the individuals. With pruning application,
the maximum occupancy value was reached at only
5 years, and the thinning removal intensity was 25%.
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Figure 2. Estimated values of CA for Candeia with the number of plants supported per ectare in each treatment:
a) 1.5 × 1.5 m without pruning; b) 1.5 × 1.5 m with pruning; c) 1.5 × 2.0 m without pruning; d) 1.5 × 2.0 m with
pruning; e) 1.5 × 2.5 m without pruning; f) 1.5 × 2.5 m with pruning; g) 1.5 × 3.0 m without pruning; h) 1.5 × 3.0 m
with pruning.
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Table 7. Initial density of individuals per hectare, age at thinning application, number of individuals removed,
percentage of removal, and final density per hectare for evaluated treatments for Candeia.
Treatment
1.5 x 1.5 m
1.5 x 1.5 m
1.5 x 2.0 m
1.5 x 2.0 m
1.5 x 2.5 m
1.5 x 2.5 m
1.5 x 3.0 m
1.5 x 3.0 m

Without pruning
With pruning
Without pruning
With pruning
Without pruning
With pruning
Without pruning
With pruning

Initial N
(N/ha)

Ithinning
(years)

DBHthinning
(cm)

Removal
(%)

DBHfinal
(cm)

4444
4444
3333
3333
2667
2667
2222
2222

6
5
4
4
4
5
3
5

4.3
5.8
5.8
6.5
6.4
7.9
7.0
8.3

41%
46%
35%
35%
33%
25%
23%
13%

7.3
8.8
9.0
9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2

Initial = Initial density of individuals per hectare; N = age at thinning application (years); DBHthinning = mean of the diameters at the
moment of thinning application (cm); Removal = percentage of individuals removal in relation to the initial density; DBHfinal = mean
of the diameters after the application of the thinning (cm).

The mean DBH values reached would be 9.2 cm for
both treatments.
In relation to the 1.5 × 3.0 m spacing without
pruning, the maximum occupancy value was reached
at 3 years and the required removal intensity was 23%.
With pruning application the occupation was reached
at 5 years, two years after the same spacing without
pruning, and the pruning application would require
the removal of only 13% of the plants, while the mean
DBH would be 9.2 cm in both treatments.
Smaller planting spacings require that a large amount
of trees be removed over time, since the planting density
is very high. It can be noted that the growth rate in
these spacings is also lower, since the occupation value
for the 1.5 × 1.5 m spacing was only exceeded at 5 and
6 years (respectively with and without pruning), even
presenting a lower available area by plant. Due to these
characteristics, very reduced planting spacings should
not be recommended for Candeia, since the producer
would invest a significant amount of money in buying
and planting the seedlings, and most of them would
be cut out in the future with a low DBH.
In relation to the other spacings, all produced
trees with similar dimensions at the end of rotation,
but the main difference was the use of pruned trees.
In the 1.5 × 2.0 m spacing (with and without pruning)
and in the 1.5 × 2.5 m spacing without pruning, the
removal of trees by thinning does not allow them to
reach the specified size for them to be used as fence
posts, and they are also not suitable for oil extraction
because trees with small diameters do not produce
much oil, thus configuring non-commercial thinning.

In order to produce trees with higher dimensions
to be marketed as fence posts or for the extraction of
large quantities of oil, lower initial planting densities
are indicated such as those achieved with 1.5 × 2.5 m
and 1.5 × 3.0 m spacings with pruning. In addition to
these treatments not requiring the removal of a large
number of trees, the final dimension of the stems allow
to obtain a good profit; results which corroborate those
found by Scolforo et al. (2016b).
Therefore, what does justify pruning application,
despite it removing part of the crown, is the increase
in the efficiency of the crown by the removal of basal
branches shaded by others, which contribute very little
or nothing to photosynthesis. Another point that justifies
application of thinning in planted Candeia stands is the
high genetic variability among the plants; thus, trees
with better phenotypes could be selected to remain,
while worse ones could be removed in the thinning.

4. CONCLUSION
The hypothesis that DBH is linearly correlated with
CA and that the planting spacing can limit individual tree
growth due to being an obstacle for crown development
was proven. The evaluation of the canopy occupation
for each spacing allowed a recommendation of thinning
prescriptions, in which the removal rate of individuals
in relation to initial planting density varied between
13% and 41%, respectively, for the 1.5 × 3.0 m and
the 1.5 × 1.5 m spacings, and the age of the thinning
application varied between 3 and 6 years for the same
spacings. The optimal moment for applying pruning is
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between 2 and 3 years. Therefore, in order to produce
trees with higher dimensions to be commercialized as
fence posts or for the extraction of large quantities of
oil, lower initial planting densities are indicated such
as the 1.5 × 2.5 m spacing and 1.5 × 3.0 m spacing
with pruning application.
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